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introduction

To Our Customers
This reference manual describes the features and operations of the
Disk SCRIPSIF" word processing progn:rm for your TRS_80 f Model
4 Computer. You con now type, proofread, revise, print and StOT8

documents quickly and easily.

Note: If you used Model III SCRIPSIT prior to this time, all
documents you created using Model III SCRIPSIT me
compcclible ,';lith your new Model 4 SCRIPSIT. Refer to the
Conversion section of Appendix D for specific instructions.

How To Use This Manual
By reading this manual and completing the sample tutorial
sessions, you can quickly master all the SCRIPSIT operations,
Later, use this manual as a reference guide 'Nhen you need to
refresh your memory about a specific command,

Key Notations
DiHerent printing techniques are used throughout this manual 10
highlight specific types of materiaL

A box indicates that you must press a specific key. If an entire
word is contained within one box, press the key with that name
(([f{~K)). If you must enter each character in a command,
individualletters are boxed (CSJcc-:')OOmc.PJ(]J(JJc'O). Ii
punctuation or blank spaces appear in the command, be sure to
include them (en or C).

Any information that is displayed on the video screen appears in
the manual in dot matrix print (SPECIAL COMMAND?).

Lowercase words or a question mark in italicized print indicates a
variable you must supply (document name or ?).

Special Characters
When running Model 4 SCRIPSIT, you can produce special
symbols, that do not appear on the keyboard, by pressing a
combination of keys. These symbols are listed below, along with
instructions for producing them:



Some of tIle above symbols are identical to those used to mark
text boundaries, such as the end of a line or the beginning of a
paragraph. Although these markers and syrnbols look clike v.:hen
entered on the screen. the boundary markers perform a diHerent
function and do not appear in a printed document. The text
~oundary markers. which are discussed more thoroughly
throughout the manuaL ore listed below, alona with i!1structions
ror producing them: ~

Installation

using your computerv

To use yom SCRIPSlT 'i,Vord Processing :c,y-stem. you nOe,a:

o TRS-80;\ Model 4 64K or 128K Computer 'Nith at least one
disk drive

• Radio Shock 80 Column Printer and Cable

Required Equipment

You received some smolliabels with ycur SCEIPSE !,pckegc
These labels id.entify special functions ,",vailable :0 yeu when
using certc:in key",. Before you begin using SCHIFSIT, ut!nch these
labels to the appropriate keys.

-------

Ii you have not yet installed. your computer, reier to Chapter 2
"Getting to Know You.r I'Aocie14," in Introduction to Your Disk
System for instructions. Also reed your printer rnccmal to ensure
th.al the pTinter is properly connect,,'c1.
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Left bracket
Right bracket
Left brace
Right brace
Back·slash
Vertical bar
Caret
Tilde
Underscore
Ac~lte mark

Open block marker
End block marker
End-af-Page marker
Copy marker
Paragraph marker
End-an,ine marker

2
----------



Diskette Insertion

Power Up Procedures

5

Moving between THSDOS and SCRIPSIT

Tr~ SD os [71 e a,j \' appears on the screen. You can now enter a
TRSDOS command or move directly into the SCRIPSIT program.

2. Type CIYfDOD (!;.NUR).

The computer returns to TRSDOS Rea d;'.

You can also return to TRSDOS R2ildY by pressing the RESET
button.

2. The TRSDOS copyright Gppears on the screen. Enter the
doh" usi!1g the Iorr"ot MM'DDiYY, Gne ]Jress emlER). The
dey ond date are displayed.

]. Press the orcm.ge RESET tmtton on the right side of the
keyboard.

Once the SCHIPSlT pw:;rra,r, diskette is in Drive 0, you are ready
to start the syste:n.

To access the SCRIPSlT program, type C~JC(}OIjC:.fJCJ~:>s.iCl---=J Ti
(uppercase or lowercase letters) when TRSDOS Read,' appears on
the screen, and press (ENTE1l). The disk warning light comes on to
indicate that the SCRIPSIT program is being loaded into the
computer's memory.

After completing the backup procedures, store the original diskejje
in a safe place, and use the copy as your "working'; diskette.

System Start Up

The video screen becomes a blank "typing page" with a horizontal
white line near the bottom of the screen. The phrase Mod e I 4:
Dis f; se RI PEl I T appears beneath this line until you begin
typing.

You can return to TRSDOS at any time while working with
SCRIPSIT by following ihese steps:

L Press (]f[~AlO. SPEC I AL COMMAND? appears below the
white line.

Your diskette requires careful handling, Refer to Appendix A,
"Care and Maintenance or Diskettes" for specific instructions,

It is extremely irnportant that you make a dupli.cate copy (backup)
of the SCRIPSIT diskette before using your program, Refer to
Appendix B, "Backup & Formed Procedures," for specific
instructions.
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Turning on Equipment
Onc,8 your sy~tem is connected, you are ready to turn on your
equlpment. F~rst, tum on oll peripheral equipment such as the
pn?ter,. and 1118n switch on your THS-80 Computer. The ON/OFF
SWllC~ ;s ~ocated on the bottom right side of the keyboard. A disk
w~rm?g 11gh! comes on for a few seconds, indicating the! the
dnve IS funning.

Before inserting a diskette, be sure the computer is turned on and
th~ disk warning light is off. NEVER insert a diskette when the
dnve is running, Then, foIlaw these instructions:

1. Open the latch door on Drive 0 (the bottom drive),

2. Gently slide lh?- Model 4 diskette into the hcniZOhtal slot
with the label right side up and facinf,r out

3. Close the drive door.

I
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Directory

The Directory lists 0;1_ the files (documents) recorded on a diskette.
Yo~ cu::: access t~e Dlfoclory for the diskeite in Drive 0 when
TR",DO::l Re ad,' IS dIsplayed on the screen. Type:

(uppercase or lowercase letters)

!o see !he Directory for a diskette in 0: drive otht"Y than 0, at
,PSDO:i Ready, type:

Power Down Procedures
When you finish using SCRIPSlT and have returned to TIEOO~
Rea d 'i, follow these steps to tum off the system'

1. Open. tho,.drive ooor(8), Gnd remove al] (Disk
wurnlllg lIghts ,T~,)st be eli.

2, Tum oH all peripheral equipment

3, Turn oH the computsr.

Wcn'ning: I~EVER turn off the computer if diskettes aTe in the disk
d.rives.
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sample session I
-----_..._-_.~------

This Hrst Sample Session is designed to show you ho\v easy it i!,
to use SCRIPSIT. This session introduces sorne fundamental word
processing hmctlo:r:s. }l.,iI of the functions discLlssed me explained
more fully in Chapters 2-5 of the manual.

To begin using SCRIPSIT, start up the systew os described in
Chapter 1. At TPSDOS Read,·, type:

(uppercase or lowercase letters}

A blank typing page appems wiih a blinking white box :1'.
the upper left corner and a horizontal white line along the boLon,
oi the screen. The cursor marks your place OE the screen

R'-.lll the cursor ac:oss the scresn. by holding down the space bar.
NoEce tl,at H::e C\lISOl moves to the beginniI",g of a new line ,,'.then
reaching the right side d the screen. This function is callh) 'Nord
"wraparound," \,I/hen you are typing emd reach the end O! a line,
the computer cmtomatically moves a ·Hard to the next line if it
doesn't fit on the line above,

When wanl to reposition the cursor use the arrow keys
\.:~~j, These keys move the cursor t!H) text '",linonl
deleting any characters. Push the key once to move the cursor one
space. Hold down the Grrow key to move the emsor contimlously,

Now, go back to the top of the screen by holding down Cttlrrn and
pressing the key once.

Type the following document as rapidly as possible. Don't worry
about mistakes,

Note: When typed on the display screen, the line lengths differ
from those shown in the manual.

When Data processing first began to make em impact on how
businesses operated, people thought of computers as
mysterious, magical machines. The computer room became
on isolated entity with specialists and technicians looming
over reels of magnetic tape and with line printers churning
out endless ribbons of continuous form paper.

SCRIPSIT makes correcting any mistakes easy. The basic error
correction methods are overtype, insert, and delete. Read over the

7
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CLEAR

BREAK

SHIFT CLEAR

setting up a document
--------_.-

You have placed labels on certain keys to assign them different
functions. The CLEAR key activates these functions when you use
it in conjunction with another labeled key.

Use the SHIFT CLEAR key combination to:

• Cancel BREAK message -~ If you press CIDltAK> in error,
press (SKIm (~JIMl) to cancel the SPECIAL COMMAND?
prompt.

• Cancel Instruction in Progress ""'~ To cancel an operation
such as printing, press CSH1E.I) C~'LJAB). When you Of0 ready
to resume the operation, re-enter the original command.

Use the ENTER key to:

• Insert an end-af-line marker (.) after 1ho end of a short line
of text, such as the last line of a block of text.

• Insert an end-of-line marker at the beginning of a line to
leave a blank line.

Note: To remove a line boundary marker, place the cursor
on the marker, and press (illABJ and aD together.
The line marker disappears, and any text following
1he marker moves up a line.

• Enter a command.

2/

The BREAK key opens up the SPECI {,L CO;~1HAN[;-'! prompt in the
message line; letting you give the computer special instructions
and answer computer prompts,

ENTER

Special Keys
Special keys are used in SCRIPSIT to perform the many specific
"vord processing functions:

"
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e .~
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text you typed, and correct any mistakes using One of the methods
described below:

Overtype ~ To correct a single mistake or to reverse two letters,
position the cursor over the incorrect leHer(s) and type the correct
one, For example, if you typed the word "fisrt." correct it by
positioning the cursor on s and typing CrJ CiJ
Insert·- To insert a character, position the cursor on the letter
immediately following the point of insertion, Hold down CillAI'D
and press CD (INSERT). Type the letter you want to insert. For
example, insert an Y' into "fist" by positioning the cursor over the
s, executing the INSERT command and typing u'"J.
Delete -- To delete a character, position the cursor on the
character you wish to delete. Hold down &~.EA[l and press
(]J(DELETE). The character disappears and the remaining
characters close together.

Before leaving this practice session, print what you have typed.
Make sure your printer is properly connected, and then folIo.,.;
these steps:

1. Press rNl'tAKi (upper right corner of the keyboard).
SPECr AL COMMAND? appears below the white line at the
bottom or the screen,

2. Type m and press iIHIfID. (If you are using a serial
printer, refer to Chapter 5 for setup instructions.)

3. The message TESTING FOR ERRORS appears, and, in a
few seconds, the printer begins printing your "document."
If the message LI NE PR I NTER NOT READY appears,
check all the printer connections and switches to see that
they are properly set. (Refer to your printer owner's
manuaL if you have any problems.)

Now thai you are through with this Sample Session, exit SCRIPSlT
and return to TRSDOS by pressing f.,pRfllKl. Answer the S PEe I AL
COMMAND? prompt by typing mOOrnJ iIliTt"RJ. When
TRSDOS Read',. appears on the screen, you can remove the
diskette, and tum off your equipment.

8



Status Questions
When working on a document, you may need to know the status of
either the document or the video screen, Ask any of the following
questions while working within SCHIPSIT:

Use the arrow kevs to move the cursor throuah the text area
without erasing the material you have typed: Hold the keys de» "
firmly to move the cursor continuously. If you move the curSO!
pressing the space betr, any text lb.'3 cursor moves across is
deleted.

Text Area. The large blank space is the text area, and all typing is
done here. Your text always appears single-spaced on the screen,
To double-space your printed document, refer to "Formatting later
in this chepter.

When you ~ype a word that does no! fi~ ot the end of a line,
SCRIPSIT wraps the word around ~o the following line. Once you
get accui3tomed to thi::,. rea lure, you find that your typing speed
increases,

Cursor, As you're typing, the cursor indicates your position on the
screen. When you reach the end of a line, the cursor moves to the
left margin of the following line.

II

Press:
'_$'HJrn
',$:HtfT
CSHIF'I
@lJ£J)

To move ~he Cursor directly t,:):
beginning of line
end of Hne
beginning of tex;
end or text

Note: You can move the cursor by the arrow keys only to linos that
are "open." The computer opens lines as you type or press
the space bar.

Message Line. The solid white line near the boltom of the screen
separates the text area from the message line. The message line
is used to give special commands to the computer, to answer
computer-prompted questions, or to view computer-generated
messages. To access the message line, press {f3ll~:A~). SPECIAL
COMMAND";\ appears in the message line, and the cursor moves to
the message line. (You can move the cursor along this line using
the L-~':J and C~J keys.)

After you type the command and press entrEB), the cursor moves
back into the text areo. If, for some reason, the command is not
completed, an error message appears. If you receive an error
message. either press r~[IEIJ u:II::]ID to cancel it, or press C~~B!]·K) to
recall the SPEC I AL. CDMi'iANO",' prompt.
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Screen

Video Display

hold down (SU1En and type the desired symbol.

Note: When you access the message line by pressing (mr~AJi), the
system switches to capital mode. Once you complete your
command and the cursor returns to the text area, the mode
you originally set is again assumed,

• Change One Boundary Marker to Another ~ To change
boundary markers, such as a line symbol to a paragraph
symboL position tho cursor over the current symboL and
press cc:.lEJHf ond together. DEi,.,E'"l'E CCil"!r"!(.,ND ~1ODE

appears in the message line. Press C$~flJ}'i' CCJlAJ'f to cancel
the message_ You can now insert the new marker.

Caution: If you don't cancel the DELETE COm1AND !'10DE
message; the computer may delete a large
section of text.

" Reformat Text - When you make text chcmges, the
corr.puter autonwtica:lly "reformats" the text following the
cursor. If your changes aHect the lines above, you can
reformat that text For example, if you change a long word
at the beginning of a line to shorter words, one of the
shorter words may fit on the text line above, Position the
cursor over the first shortened word, and press CSJ:!IF':r
'I:U:!f.:tf). If possible, the word moves to the preceding line,
All other words in the paragraph wraparound to close up
the blank space. If the word does not fit on the line above,
the text remains unchanged on the screen.

To turn the capital mode on or off, press cc.i\PS". When capital mode
is on, alphabetical characters appear in uppercase. Numerals are
not affected. To type the special characters such as;

% <?

When you access SCRIPSIT and prepare to type a new document,
a blank screen appears with a horizontal white line near the
boltom.

CAPS

The video display is your "typing" page. You can set margins, and
move around on the page as you would using a conventional
typewriter, but SCRIPSIT lets you insert specific commands or
questions regarding the status of your document.

10



Remember that this change affects only the screen. To format your
printed document you must include a spedal set of instructions
called a Print Format Line. (Refer to "Formatting" later in this
chapter for specific instructions.)

The default setting ror paragraph indention is five spaces, To
change this setting, follow these steps:

1. Press ([REAKj.

2. Type CDE ? (~NIgm.

Where? is auy number between 0-132 but less than the
screen Width.

To indent a paragraph, insert a paragraph boundary marker by
holding down icrEAR) and pressing W (PARA.), The system enters
a paragraph symbol ( ~ ) and automatically indents the next
paragraph the number of spaces you specified.

Scrolling
The screen displays a maximum of 22 norizontaJlines and 80
vertical characters at one time. II your text is longer or wider than
this, the computer "scrolls" the document to let you view any
portion of k

To scroll the text vertically, press the key to advance the
document and the G:J key to review previously entered text. The
computer stops scrolling when reaching either the beginning or
end of the typed material.

If the screen width you set is wider than 8@ characters, you can
horizontally scroll either to the left or right by pressing the
corresponding arrow key. As with vertical scrolling, the computer
stops upon reaching either the left margin or the maximum video
line width.

Window Motion is a scrolling command that lets you scroll the
document (vertically or horizontally) while the cursor holds its
position in the text. To use this command, press C¢l~,Am and OD
(WINDOW) together,· and then use the arrow keys to move the text.
When the cursor reaches a top, bottom, or side margin, it remains
in that position while you continue scrolling the text. To cancel the
window motion command, press C$J:!lEJJ (f,;l,,_~,lffi) .

Document Length - Press l&BfAKJ, type Cl""JCD (or
C'iiCOCCC1DCIDcnCfO), and press (ffflm" The answer DOCUMENT
LENG TH : x x x tells you approximately how many characters you
have typed in the current document

If you request the document length before you begin typing, the
length is 78 characters (default line width), When you finish typing
the first line or text, the computer opens the space on the second
line so that the document length indicates 156 characters.

Memory - Press CiffiEA'i{), type CTICMJ (or C.Z:::IO[)CnCMJC1DCB)C'{)L
and press ~11ffi. The answer CHARACTERS FREE: x r: x";< ""'''
indicates the amount of memory still availGble in your computer.

Last Cursor Position ~. Press J}BIAID, type C::,?JCC ior
wCcJCICC.rUC.$:,JUUCID), and press LENTtlr!. CURS O~' l... I NE
NUMBER ~ ){ x x indicates on which horizontal row of the document
the cursor is located.

Document Name ~"" Press (_aafAJL type (or C1JC.:N)].C:C'MJW),
and press ct!fl:.);J1), If you have not yet named the file, the prompt
DCCUME\T HAS NOT BEEN NAM:.::D appears, If the document is
twmed, CURF;'ENT FIL.,E NA1"!E: xxxxxxxxxxxxx :'.1 is
displayed, indicating not only the name of the document but also
the number of the drive on which the document is stored.

Paragraph Indent ,-,,'" Press lHffE:,Mi.i, ty:P~ WCD (or
C1JC.'fJC~Ylf'ii.J"Jnn( T :), and press iENiIffi. PARAGRA PH I NDENT:
5 appears in the message line. Five spaces is the default setting
for paragraph indention. To change the indention, refer to the next
section, "Video Margins."

Semen Width",,:::'- Press !]],M,KJ, type C1]CJO (or CJi':,JCW.JaJODCDC[)l,
and press CffInlD. The width of the screen is set at 78 characters
whenever you access SCRIPSI'L The screen width indicates the
maximum number of characters you can type on one line of text.
You may choose any line width, up to 132 characters. To change
the screen width, see the next section, "Video Margins."

Video Margins
The default line width is 78 characters. To change the line width
on the screen, follow these steps:

L Press (B'I,'j'i:'AKJ.

2. Type rn(~ ? Cffj',Irnl
Where? is any number between 1-132.

-------------
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(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Blocks of Text"
Markers/Tabs," ror a specific example,)

"Text Boundary
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Formatting the Printed Document
You can control the appearance of your printed document by using
the instructions described in the :following section.

Tabs
Determine the tab settinqs you need, and thon set all the tabs
with one command:

1. Press J!B,,~.tJ..l{1. The SPECIAL CO!'lMMJD'~' prompt appears in
the mess'.:rge Hue.

2. Type ? , ? , ? 'IG.I~'i~j,

Where? is the column position 01 a tab you want to set.

Dots appear in the soliG white line near the batiom of tbe screen
to indicate the location of each tab.

You can also set each tab separately. Use this command if you
need to add an additional tab while typing. Position thf~ CeHsor on
any horizontal line in the text erroer at the vertical character
position where you need a tab, and follow these steps.

1. Press nrR.;:AK). ~;PECIAL COMI'1M-E)? uppears in the
message lim,.

2. Type ;lffr.rE:.
Once your tabs are; set, you can move the cursor to the next tab
position by pressing ~,L1A[1 and the key together. Remember
that:

• You cannot tab past a text boundary marker, such as
end·of~linemarkers, paragraph markers, and page
ffiGrkers.

o You must end each tab line with Gn end-or-line marker.
(See discussion of ENTER key in the preceding section,
"Special Keys.")

You can remove all tabs with one command:

1. Press (fm,t~,~). SPECIAL COMMAND? appears in the
message line.

2. Type lI) or CtJC.lf.JOD (~,~m).

To remove one tab, place the cursor in the character position in
the text area and:

1. Press (Bj'fQi"~). SPECIAL COI"IMANO";' appears in the
message line.

2. Type
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(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Blocks of Text," ~ "Text Boundary
Markersrrabs," for an exmnple,)

Page Boundary Marker
The page marker is a type of text boundar)' marker. Inserting a
page boundary marker ( \) instructs the printer to end a page at a
specific point. To insert a page marker, hold down L~CtAID, and
press (]J.

(Hefer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Blocks of Tex!," ~ "Text Boundary
Markers/Tabs," for an example.)

Format Line
When printed, your document appears with the text justified and
the default margins shown below. But, you are not restricted to
these settings. By adding special print instructions, you can
change these defaults:

j
I T\l-',',G

"",,---j---~.,--~
" ,, ,

I

: I
i
I i r

. I : i

I~;'1=12l ilUvl=90 I
---I i-~-----+-I

I I I I

I II : I! !

!! I
i, I
i IL ~ -l

L__,. .Lk:-oo
_

Note: Default margins are set for a 12 pitch printer. If you wish to
use a 10 pitch printer, refer to the "Conversion" section of
Appendix D.

Format instructions let you change the margins and spacing of
your document. These instructions. contained in a print format
line, are usually typed at the beginning of a document, but they
can also appear after a text boundary marker.
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Page Margins. Place margin format instructions either at the
beginning of the document or alter a text boundary marker.
Mmgins, their default settings (in parer:theses), ond the
instructions for changing them are shown below:

Vertical Centering. VC "" Y (default is VC = H) tells the printer that
the text following the command is centered in the middle of the
page. Be sure to cancel this instruction when all the necessary
text has been vertically centered.

Justification By default, all text is justified (J = Y) ~, evenly spaced
between the left margin and right margin. If you wish to change
this forma!. insert one of the following instructions in a format line
at the beginning of a document or after any text boundary marker.

Comment Line
You can insert special comments into the tex-t that are not printed
with the document. A comment line begins wHh a "greater than"
symboL followed by an asterisk ( >' ) and appears either at the
beginning of a document of after any text boundary. marker. .Use
the comment lines for documenting special instructlons ar other
information.

-----

--.--------'-_._--

Headers
A Header is any text, page number, or notation that appears at the
top of a document's page. A Header contains two parts- the
format instructions for printing and the text,

The format instructions let you place the Header ot a specific
place on the page.

>C""YI~N.
'i),tle of RBpodlM
>C,,"~Nilt

Text

These formatting instructions huve a priority sequence which may
caGse one instruction to override another, The sequence from
highest to lowest is:

1. Center (C = y)
2. Flush Right (FR = y)
3, Justify (J "" Y)
4. flush Loil (j= N)

-.
(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Print Formatting" ~ "format Line."
for a specific example.)

Cancel all former lormats 'when inserting a nev,' instructiOli.
doing this, vou eliminate the possibility of the computer overridi':!.£

'. " ",' f ' , , n''''~",,.) ,~)"your lnstructlOn. ;:;,uppose, you want a {J,le 0 a rep,ir, ve~,lv,,~.,-, '-,~-

the remaining lex~ print£,d flush left ALthough you imter (in .::lUSH

LGit instruction !J = Hi, you must. cancel the C = Y instruction;
otherwise, yom document is printed centered, For example:

flush Left ~ To print the text line flush against the left margin.
insert

Center __ To center the text line evenly between the left and right
margins, insert CSc.:CJC:~::O'~)·

Flush Right ~ To print the text line Hush agninst the right mmgi",
b"ert
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(2)

{SO)

(60)

(8)

Left Margin

Right Margin

Top 1'.'lorgin

Bottem Margin

Page Length (66) ?
(Change the page length only if you use paper
shorter or longer thcm 1. I inches.)

L.ine Spacing. Place this instruction in a format line at the
beginning of a document or after any text boundary marker. The
instruction indicates whether a document is single-spaced,
double-spaced, or so on. The default setting is LS"" i
(single-spaced).

Paragraph Spacing. The paragraph format instruction tells the
print?r how many blank lines to leave between paragraphs. PF = 1
is the default setting, and it indicates that the next paragraph
begins on the first line after the paragraph marker ( (' ). (Document
must include paragraph markers,) If you want One blank line
separating paragraphs, insert the instruction C:XeJC(JGCIJ in a
format line at the beginning of a document or after a paragraph
marker.

Begi.n all format lines with a "greater than" sign ( > }. This symbol
tells the computer you are inserting a special instruction, and
when you print the document, these lines do not appear in the
finished copy_ Type all format instructions i.n UPPERCASE leliers,
If you have more than one instruction, group them together on 0

sing'le line, sepcuaiing them with a space. The format line must
end with a line boundary marker.

The different types of print formatting instructions ore discussed
below:



Note: If you make any margin changes within a document and try
to insert a Header whose margins are greater than those
currently in force for the document, you receive a PAGE
NUMBER FORMAT ERROR, To avoid this error, insert the
margin settings for the Header into the Header's format line,

A Header is surrounded by block markers ( [ .J ) and is usually
placed at the beginning of a document. It is possible to change
Headers within a document, but the new Header block must
appear after a page boundary marker ( \),

Headers are placed either on every page or on alternate pages.
When inserting the Header instructions, the computer asks if you
want an odd, even, or standard Header. An odd Header is printed
on alternate pages, beginning with page one. An even Header
appears on alternate pages, beginning with page two. Standard
Headers are printed on each page of the document.

To enter a Header block:

1. Hold down :XI"E'ABJ and press '~).

2. Ty'po ("Ii] (for Header). The block start marker cnd the letter
H appear l [ H ).

3. 000 t Ei)EN, art STANDARD (0, E tOR S) 7 appears in
the message line. Type (]J, i. EJ. or C~J. The letter,
followed by a "greater than" sign, appears in the text
( [HS> I.

4. On the same line, type the format instructions for tho
Header, and press (~Nl~1D.

5. Type the text for the Header - up to 16 lines. Press em'too
after the last line of text.

6. Press W..J:~1IJ to insert any blank lines to separate the
Header from the body of the document.

7. Insert the ending block marker ( .J) by holding down ~t~AID

and pressing (]) and then holding down iXHJffi) and
pressing the CD key.

Note: For optional ways to print Headers, refer to Chapter 5.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Print Formo:tting" -, "Headers," for
a specific example.)
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Footers
A Footer is like cr Header except the text appears at the bottom o£
the printed page.

To insert a Footer, follow these steps:

1. Hold down C~lEAiV and press

2. Type no; (for Footerl. The block start Elarker and the lettsr
F appear in the text ( IF ).

3. ODD! E,()EN! DR STANDARD (O,E,DR S)'::' Gppearsin
the message line. Type C..!L or (]'::. The leTt,,·r,
followed by a "greater them" symboL c:ppears in the text
([FS>' ).

4. On the sm:ne line, type the format instructions for the
Footer, and prGSS CENl~t1'.

5. Press (tNt'Hi'; to i,lsert blaY',k lines to separate the Footer
from the body of the Qocm:l1snL

5. Type the text for the Fooler _.- up to IS lines, and press
Ctm,'tR),

7. To end the block, hold down ':CTtiJ-lf' and pres", followed
by C(~t.A[, and the key.

If you uss, a Footer and 0: Header in the same document, the
placement of the blocks is critical. Do not insert any characters or
blank spaces between the close of the Header and the opening of
the Footer, or vou receive a PAGE FORMATTING ErtROR message.
An example of combined Header and Footer blocks is shown
below:

[HS>FR=Y.
REPORT ONE.

•
JLFS>FR =N J= N.

•
Rev. 1/841l1
]

Note: For optional ways of printing a Footer. refer to Chapter S,

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II. "Print Formatting" .- "Footers," for a
specific example.)
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Page Numbering Blocks
The poge numbering block appeors in either the Header or Footer.
Use the page numbering block to print consecutive numbers on
each page of your document.

A poge numbering block is inserted into a Header or Footer at the
point where the text is usually typed, To insert a page numbering
block, follow the directions for a Header or Footer. and when you
get to the point of adding the text, follow the steps below:

1. Hold down (~IEA1D and press OD-

z, Type IJ'S (for page numbering block). The block start
marker and the letter P, followed by the "greater than"
sign, appear in the text ( [P> ).

3. Type up to five pound symbols ( # ). Each symbol
represents one digit of the page number. If you type any
other symbol. you receive a PAGE r~UMBER FORMAT
ERROR message.

4. Hold down X=L},A,~) and press CIO, followed by (e-CE:.M) and
the CfJ key. Press crulffi) to end the page numbering block.

5. End the Header or Footer block by pressing &illliJ and C:Q~;

together, followed by rC~EM) and the (TO) key.

An example of a combined Header and Footer, with the page
numbering block inserted into the Footer is shown below:

[HS>FR "'" Ya:
REPORT ONE.

•
][FS>FR~N C~Y.

•[p>##].
I

If you want to print the word PAGE before the number, type
CE"JC1DUDCll and insert the page numbering block on the same
line.

Note: For an optional way of printing a page number, refer to
Chapter 5.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Print Formatting" - "Page
Numbering Blocks," for a specific example.)
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Hyphenation
When you print a document with justified margins, you can
minimize spaces between words by hyphenating words where
appropriate. WhOLl you use this command, the system looks for
possible hyphenation points and lets you check the position. You
can then insert the hyphen.

For a document to hyphenate and print correctly, the screen width
and the width of your printed document must match. To change
the video width, press tSR"tAl{) and type UDe?] ?

Mark the amount or material you want to include in the
hyphenaiion operation with block markers, Position the cursor at
the left margin on the line where hyphenation begins. The block
must start either at the beginning of the document or immediately
following a text boundary marker. Ii you place it at any other
point and try to hyphenate, you receive the error, BL.OCV ['.10"1'
FOUND.

To insert a hyphenation block:

1. Hold down iG'CEA!1J and type CIf>
2. Type G:'J. The block start marker, a hyphen, and the

"greater than" sign are inserted into the text ( [-:.> ).

3. Move the cursor to the end of the last line you wish to
hyphenate and press (CT',eMJ and iJO, followed by (tJlAJD
and the CD key. The block end marker appears.

4. Type m:fl~,~ID Q.D (f'tfftfD. HOT Z0 NE (2 - 10) appears in the
message line .

5. Type a number between 2 and 10 to indicate the number of
characters in the hyphenation range (syllable length) .
Press (~'iiln:,BJ.

The cursor moves to the first hyphenation point. If you can
hyphenate the word at that character, type GJ. The computer
i.nserts the hyphen ( - ) in front of the letter on which the cursor is
positioned. The cursor then moves to the next possible
hyphenation point in the document.

If the cursor is not positioned at a correct hyphenation point, you
can move the cursor left (only), using the (3 key, to find a correct
hyphenation point, and then-type C::::J If you cannot hyphenate the
word, press lIfi.nftJ to move the cursor to the next hyphenation
point.
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To delete trailing blanks:

and

storing a document

2. Hold down :.:cI~AR: and press

Save Newly Typed Documents. After typing a document for the
first time, you must assign it a name und store it on a diskette:

There are three different Save commands, Use the one thut 12

appropriate for the kind of material you are typing:

• Newly typed document

• Updates to a document currently on diskette

• ASCII files

L Position the cursor irnn-;ediately aIter the last charccter d
the document.

Once the twiling blanks are deleted, you're ready to save your
nev,r document

Warning: If you omit the space between S and the document
name, the system saves the current file over the
previously used file .

,-,-----".-------

1. Press (IDt~AJD.

2. Type ale) document name (!::t'I.IfID.

When the Save command is completed, the cursor returns to the
text area.

The ability to save your typed material is one of the most
important advantages of a word processing system, By saving or
storing a document, you can recall it for review or editing us oilen
as necesscny.

Before beginning any Save procedures, eliminate the traiHng
blanks at the end of your document. Although you cannot see
them, trailing blanks collect \1t the e"d of your document because
0; the insertions and deletions you make ""hUe typing. Ii these
blanks are Dot deleted, you may hcrve a blank area ',\'ithin your
document.

Save Procedures

3/
-----------
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e '.:l
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e '':l

e .":'d

t '':l
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,

At the end of the block, H'fPHENATI ON COi'lF!LETE appears in the
message line, and the cursor moves back to the beginning of the
hyphenation block. You can now remove the block markers.

Removjng Hyphens. To make revisions or additions to a
hyphenated document, delete the hyphens first:

l, Mark the hyphenation block.

2. Press :]t1ttiK), type ef1), and press C~li.llID.

3. Answer the HOT ZONE message by typing any number
from 2 to 10, The cursor moves to the Hrst hyphenation
point, and hyphens disappi:.~ar from the entire text.

4. flRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE appears in the message
line. Press C~Hrrn cr:r::EA~1 to cancel the message.

You may now makt0 ,he necessary chGnges to your documen, and
then re-hyphenate it, if you wish.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Print Formatting"
"HyphenGtion," to practice this luncheD)



Save Updates. Whenever you make a change to a previously
stored document. you must ro-save it to record tho changes on the
diskette.

To save changes, use the following abbreviated Save command:

L Press C!l.!l~A!0,

2. Type CGH1I~)'

You do not need to include the document name. The computel'
remembers the name of the currently loaded document, finds it on
the diskette, and saves the updated version.

Caution: If you forget to SGve changes, you lose them once vou
clear the screen. '

Save ASCII Files. You can use SCHIPSIT when working' wHh
programs and data files stored in ASCII format. Hefer to AprJendix
D, "Notes for Advanced Users," for details. '.'

Nammg a Document
All documents are stored on a diskette by name. so you must
assign 0: name to each document when saving it for the first time.

The document name can consist of up to fom parts. as follows:

Document/Ext. Password: 1

The primary name (Document/Ext.Password: I) is the only part of a
document name that is required. It can contain up to eight
characters and must begin with a letter.

The extension name (Document/Ext.Password:l) is separated trom
the primary name by a slash ( / ). It contains up to three characters
and must begin with a letter. Use an extension name to expand or
clarify the primary name.

The password (Document/Ext.Password;l) is preceded by a period
( . ). It is a security measure that limi.ls access to your files. The
password contains up 'to eight characters and begi.ns with a letter.
If you must use passwords, be sure to keep a list of them in a safe
place for reference.

The disk drive number (Document/Ext. Password:l) is preceded by
a colon ( : ) and specifies the number of the drive on which the
document is stored. If you do not include a drive number. the
computer stores the document on the system diskette in Drive 0.
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Writing to a Data Diskette (multi-drive
systems only)
The diskette contGining the system programs is al\~'([ys placed in
Drive 0, enabling the computor to access the programs for
operating and processin9 commands. Since much of the storage
capacity of the system diskette':; is used for the operating programs,
store all your files on data diskettes, These diskettes are inserted
into Drives L 2, or 3, Since they contain no system programs. 0'11
their storage capacity is availcrble for your programs and data,

Before saving information aD a data diskette, you must initialize or
"format" the diskette. During this proc;.sss, the computer sets up
and labels data slorag'e OHms, checks for fla'Nsd pinces on the
diskette, and creates a Directory to list the programs you stm"""
Hefer 10 "Backup & Format Procr"dmes" in Appendix B fOl' specific
instructions_

You must include the drive nurliner when saving rle-,v]y typed
documents and ASCII Bl"SIC files on a multi-drive systmn, For
example:

Load Procedures
Once a document is stored on a diskette, you can recall it to the
video screen at any time by "loading" it into the computer's
rnemory.

To load a document. follow these steps:

1. Press ®ll:EKL
2. Type CI)C~J document name (ENI~JD.

The system finds the correct document and displays it on the
screen. You do not need to specify 0: drive number, because the
system searches all diskettes until locating the conect document.

If, after attempting to load a document, the error message F i 12
not in d ire c t Dr,' appears in the message line, check the
diskette Directory to make sure you are entering the document
name accurately.

Two additional load commands are available, and you may find
them valuable when editing or revising a document:

• Load current document in memory

o Load and Chain to end of text



There Grc four basic correction methods:

Delete

._-------_...__.

Basic Error Correction.

-----
editing a document

LisertOvertype
Delete

4/

To correct c: character, Fociioon the cursor ove: -,he T!,;or:ucl lette:
unci type the correct one.

Overtype

SCRIPsrr lets you make text additions and deletions quickly and
easily. You no longer Heed to worry about finding a mistake em
the ti~st page and having to retype the entire document to make
one correction, With SCRIPSIT, you can make the correctlOll, and
the system automatically makes spacing changes throughout the
entire document, if necessary.

You can make the folIovling types of deletions - character, 'Nord,
sentence, paragraph, or to end~of~text.

Deleting a Chamcter. Tc delete a single character from a word,
follow these steps;

1. Position the cursor over the unwanted character (or blank
space),

2. Hold down Cc,,~,,~:Aro and press CI'D, DEL,ETE COMr1AND f10DE
appears in the mes;~age line.

The character (or space) is immediately removed, and the
remaining text moves together. When you begin typing again,
DEL.ETE COMMAND MODE disappears.

Deleting a Word. To delete a word, follow these steps:

1. Position the cursor on the first letter of the word you wish
to delete.

2. Hold down il;l,,~,:~:m and press CID.

3, Hold down ccltlllil and press CD (WORD).

Load Current Document in Memory. This command is a shortened
load procEdure that lets you reload the document currently in
memory. For example, ii you make some changes to a document
and have not yet saved them, you can recall the original
document to the screen:

2. Press CWAKi.
3. Type document name ENTER'

'Nhere "document name" is the seetloD that you wish to
add.

1. Press ([~lAXJ.

2. Type ;,]~J ((Nl'fHD.

Load and Chain. If you are working on a long report containing
many sections, you do not have to type them in the order they are
to appear in the finished report. SCRIPSIT lets you connect or
"chain" individual sections togetber to produce a new
arrangement.

Since documents are chained together by name, write and store
each section under a separate document name. 'When you are
ready to connect all the sections, follow these steps:

L Place the cursor at the end of the text of the first section of
your document.

If you have more sections to arrange, repeat the above procedures
until all sections are in the correct order. You now have your
completed report and can save it under a new document name.
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After you execute the first command, the first letter of the word
disappears. After executing the second command, the entire word,
including the space following it, is deleted, and the remaining
text closes together.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Basic Error Correction Methods" ~,

"Deleting a Word," for examples.)

Deleting CI Sentence. To delete a sentence, follow these steps:

1. Position the cursor on the first character of the first word of
the sentence.

2. Hold down ctr:~]'.lt and press (in
3. Hold down CC'I,-(1\,JD and press (LINE).

The entire sentence, including the period and space following it,
is eliminated.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Basic Error Correction Methods" ~
"Deleting a Sentence," for examples.)

Deleting a Paragraph. To delete CT pawgraph, your d()Cclment must
contain paragraph markers ( t: ).

1. Position the cursor on the first character at the paragro:ph.

2. Hold down ©:EA,fiJ and pH":;;"

3, Hold down CIT~]a:1 and press Ck"J (PARA.).

The prompt DELETE PARAGf~APH (Y Of{ N)? appears in the
message line. Answer the prompt, and then press !IN'fffiJ.
(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Basic Error Correction Methods" -~"

"Deleting a Paragraph," for an example.)

Deleting to End~of·Text. To delete all text to the end of your
document follow these steps:

1. Position the cursor at the point you want deletion to begin.

2. Hold down (t;,!..f.Af.!J and press CID.

3. Hold down Ck.~IAID and press CD.
The prompt DELETE TO END OF TEXT (Y Of-i' N)? appears in
the message line. Answer the prompt, and then press LJ;Hfl1rL
(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Basic Error Correction Methods" ~
"Deleting to End-of-Text." for an example.)
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Insert
This correction method lets you insert any additional mute:rial,
from a single character to a complete paragraph. Use (C'LIAfiK..li~:

(INSERT) to activate the Insert mode.

Inserting One Cha,wcter. To insert a singl~, character. follow these
steps:

1. Position the cursor over the character immedicrtely
following the desired point of insertion.

2, Hold down :J~l',~,A[I and press CJ:=: (INSERT),
INSERT COM~IPtNO MODE appears in the message 1i.nf~.

3. Type the charader (or spacs) you wish to insert

Two 0; more Characters. \Vhen making longer inseriions, you
mu::;t open up blank lines ror the additional rnateriel.

1. Position the cursor over the character immediately
toll owing the desired point of insertion.

2, Hold down l"CX'E·A.ID and press

3, Hold down ((b'E'AA) and press rx"; (LINE!.

4. Type the additional materiaL and press CSHIfI.' iClMm to
dose up the text.

The computer continues to open up lines until you press Olliff])
(c'LE"AID to cancel the Insert command.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION n. "Basic Error Correction Methods" ,."'
"Inserting Two or More Characters." for examples.)

Exchange
The Exchange command is activated using (~l~IDw (EXCH.). Use
this function to reverse either two adjacent words or paragraphs.

Exchanging Words. To exchange two adjacent words, follow these
steps:

1. Position the cursor over any character in the second word.

2. Hold down CiliA]) and press aJ. EXCHANGE COMMAND
MODE appears in the message line.

3. Hold down m....UAJD and press en (WORD).

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Basic Error Correction Methods" -"
"Exchanging Two Adjacent Words," for examples.)
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Exchanging Paragraphs. Before reversing two paragraphs, make
sure that all the paragraphs are marked with a paragraph
boundary marker ( ~i ). (Refer to the "Video Display" section in
Chapter II.) If you have not used paragraph markers in your text
and try to exchange paragraphs, you receive the error message,
INUALID COMMMJD.

Once the paragraphs are marked, follow these steps to exchange
them:

1. Position the cursor over any charader in the second
paragraph.

2. Hold down CC(~}\'R~i and press

3. Hold down (l.:[E:i\ID and press (PARA,i.

When the two paragraphs are exchanged, a large portion of the
text moves oit the top of the screen. By pressing the key, you can
redisplay the reversed paragraphs.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Basic Enol' Correction Methods' -
"Exchanging Paragraphs," for a specific example.)

Blocks of Text
Many editing situahons may require that you move sentences or
blocks of text from one; area of the document to another. With
SCRIPSIT, you can set apart an area or "block" of text, and move
it around within your document.

Marking Blocks
To define a block. surround a specific segment of text with
beginning and ending block markers. To insert a beginning block
marker ( I. ), follow these steps:

I. Position the cursor on the first character of the text you
wish 10 mark.

2. Hold down ©::::EAR) and press (]J (BLOCK). BLDCK
CDMMAND MODE appears in the message line.

3. Type any character except H, F. P, or ~ to identify the
block.

As soon as you type the identifying letter, the block start marker,
the identifying letter, and a "greater than" sign, ([A» appears
before the text to mark the beginning of the block.

-_.._-- -----------
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To insert an ending block marker ( J )at the close of the block,
follow these steps:

L Position the cursor on the first character (or space) after the
block of text.

2. Hold down ©::It'!.BJ and press C]}
3. Hold down (~1ItiR) and press the by.

Note: Ii you misname a block, complete the marking process, then
delete the block markers (see "Unmarking Blocks") and
rename the block.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Blocks of Text," to practice marking
blocks.)

Editing Blocks
Once you mark blocks of text you can move them around within
the document by using delete. Liser!, or exchc:nge commands.

Deleting blocks. To delete a bock of text, iollow these steps:

1. Position the cursor on the block start marker (\ ).

2. Hold clown ;l1::END and press (tf). The prompt DELETE
Oi';: UNMARK (D or~ U)? appears in the message line.

3, Type COJ.
Caution: Once you press CQ~), the material within the block is lost.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II. "Blocks of Text," for examples.)

Moving blocks. To move et block, follow these instructions:

1. Position the cursor at the point in the text where you want
to insert the block.

2. Hold down (Cl_~ID and press c.~_J.

3. Hold down G:.~,F.pJ:D and press OD. NA!'1E OF BLOCK TO
I NSERT? appears in the message line.

4. Answer the prompt by typing the identifying charader oi
the block you want to move.

The block of text, minus the block markers, moves to its new
position in the document.

When you move a block of text, you are only copying iL The block
still appears at its original point in the text. To remove it follow
the steps described under "Deleting blocks."
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After moving a block of text. remove the block marhEs'

Unmarking blocks

(Heier to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Blocks of Text" -,~ "Inserting
Blocks," for specific excrmples.)

Exchanging blocks. To exchange two adjacent blocks, label the
blocks separately, and then follow these steps:

1. Position the c,J[sor on the block start marker of the second
block.

2. Hold down CC.U:qD and press CD.
3. Hold down &LIAID and press ([J. NAME OF Bl_DCK TO

EXCHANGE? appears in the message line.

4. Answer the prompt by typing the identifying character ox
the first block.

1. Position the cursor on the block stc:rt marker! l ),
2. Hold down (C.~E.~ and press UL::. The prompt

DELETE OR UNMARK (D DR U)? appears in the
message line.

3. Type COJ.
Both the beginning and ending markers disappear.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Blocks of Text" ~,~ "Exchanging
Blocks," fer specific examples.)

Unmark both sets ol blocks as described below.

F > ~. C~:~.TIO)

Global Search Commands
Global search commands enable you to make the same change
several times throughout a document. Using one of these
commands (find, replace, or delete), you can locate a particular
word or phrase, replace it or delete it.

You can also include various tex1 boundary markers in the
specified Find. Replace, or Delete string. For example, to find all
paragraph markers ( IT ) in a document enter the following
command:
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!f you. are working with a document that uses paragraph
mdentlon, make sure that the Insert procedure does not misplace
a paragraph. marker ( l' ), The following example shows block
marker locatIons and cursor placement for inserting indented
paragraphs:

block
here

block II]
here k/ "i", ibl '/Iio 1"(/,,,,110 d" <,/"11",, "1,,,,,1-;1"11""1"
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-----------_._--

move

11*

If you are working with a document that is typed in block form (no
paragraph indention), you normally use blank lines to separate
the 'p'aragraphs. If you want to insert IT paragraph at 0: new
posman, make sure that a blank line separates it from the
preceding paragraph, The following example shows block marker
locations crud cursor placement for inserting block form
paragraphs:

place
cursor on



The text boundary markers you can specify in a global command
are listed below, along with the instructions for inserting them:

Line marker prints lIli (~,(e[R)

Paragraph marker prints·' ctUAJ~)

Page marker prints \ CITf.>fFfJ
Open block marker prints t- CGI~Af1) (It'
End block marker prints J (CJ.JAID

When using any global search function.- you have the option or
instructing the computer to repeat the cOffi11Kmd from 2 to 255
times.

To use the Repeat option, follow these steps before entering a
global command:

1. Hold down ~J;:"f.liJ{' and press (REPEAT). r-iEPEAT NOV1
MANY TIMES? appears in the message line.

2. To answer the prompt. either:

a l type the number of repeats (2·255), if known, and press
C~NI~R;'.

b) if you don't know the number of repeats, or if you want
the instruction repeated throughout the entire
document, press (~1:Jr1.~)'

Global Find
The global Find instruction lets you look for a specific chawcter or
string of characters. To use the global Find instruction, follow
these steps:

1,. Position the cursor at the beginning of the document or at
the place in the text you want to begin the Find operation.

2. Press I]'[~A,!D and type:
CIJC?J search string ®fIrm

Note: The global search commands look for the "find" phrase
exactly as you have defined it.

If the search string can begin with either an uppercase or
lowercase letter, you don't have to perform the Find operation
twice to find these different occurrences. The global Find
instruction offers you a wild card option that lets you insert a"?"
for any character that may vmy. For example, if a word begins
with a capital letter, insert a "?" for the first character. The
computer finds occurrences of the search string beginning with all
uppercase and lowercase letters.
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When you want to continue the same Find operation, press (~Ii~.l\)'

type CD. and press :,~f:jl~Ijj. The system finds the next occurrence of
the search string, If the Repeat option is activated, the message
FOUND j()( x appears in the message line. indicating the 10t(11
number of occurrences,

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Global Search Commands" 
"Global Find," to practice this command.)

Global Replace
The global Replace command enables yC'\l to sec._ ::b t.::)r G

string of characters and then repkJ:ce it.

The "replace" function substitutes thE) search command ?hwse
exactly (IS you have defined it. For example, if you wish to replcrc",
line ending mmkers with parc:graph sym?ols and indenlGtion,
define your search string by enteIing (CJl,8J{1 followed by blaDj(
spaces equal to the number of spaces yc;, wish to indent the
paragraph.

To use tho' Replace instructi ..AJ, fcllo\v thc:se steps,

1, Position the cursor at the beginning of the document Dr at
the piGce in the text you ',,",'ant to begin the Replace
operation.

Note: Ii you place the cursor on the search string, that
occurrence of the string is not changed. Either ch.ange
it manually or move the cursor to the line above.

2. Pross rffft.F.AKJ.

3. Type:
01) sea.rch string string replacement CtN't:illJ

If you are using the Repeat option, the system finds all
occurrences of the search string in the document and makes the
replacement. If the Repeat option is not activated, the
replacements are made oneat a time. To continue the Replace
operation manually, press aIBEAID. type aD, and press (fNt~JlJ. The
system finds the next search string and makes the replacement

Note: Be sure to type the search string exactly as it appears in the
text. including any special punctuation or spacing. You may
not use the "wild card" option when making global
replacements

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II, "Global Search Commands" ~
"GlObal Replace," to practice this commandJ

.•..._ .._ .._------_•.•.•._------
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Command

Options

When you are ready to print, lo,-,d a document intc ihe computer,
and follow these steps:

printing a documeni5/

1. Press (Bff~M\

2. Type :p':,

Beiore printing a document make sure the printer is turned on
and properly connected to your TRS·80. (Refer to your printer
owner's manual for instructions.)

If you need to add a format line to your docm:nent before printing,
see "Formatting" ~n Chapter 2.

TESTING FOR ERRORS appe-ars bekre the printer begins. If you
seethemessageLI!'~[ PRll'~TER NOT FC?\D"',checkallihe
connections between the computer -and printer. and verify that -all
switches are properly set.

Note: If you are using a serial printer, you must make some
changes to your SCRIPSIT program diskette so the computer
and printer are compaEble. Refer to the "SETCOM Library
Command" in your Model 4 Disk System Owner's ],.[anual for
specific instructions.

To stop the print operation, press Cill:iJ"II) lkHA8\ If you re-enter the
print command, the printer begins again at the beginning of the
document.

Several printing options are available that let you print (or not
print) specific sections of your document. These options are
described below:

Print with Pause. Activate this command when using individual
sheets of paper. The steps listed below instruct the computer to
pause after printing each p-age of the document:

1. Press ~l.l~_~j{).

2. Type CPJGJCeO) (ENHJ:I).
After each page is printed, the message PRESS [tHER TO
PRINT NE;-(T PAGE appears. Insert a new shoe! of p-aper, and
p!0SS (,(NtIfD to continue tho print operation.
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When you no longer need a document stored. on a diskette, you
can delete or "remove" the entire document. To remove a
document, type the following at T RSDOS R e i1 d )-':

QDCD(JDODwC~J documen t name crtrnm
The prompt REMOI.JING daCl/frlent naflle is shown on the screen.
When the procedure is complete. TRSDOS Read,- reappears on
th; sc::een, To verify the document has been removed, type the
foilowmg 01 TRSDOS r~2ad)':

Document Deletion

This global instruction lets you search for a specific string or
characters and delete it from the text.

U2,lng global delete to delete open block markers leaves tlHc'!

additional characters associated with marking blocks in the text.

To use the Delete instruction. follow these steps:

L Position the cursor at the beginning of the document or at
the point you want the Delete operation to begin.

2. Press iIDltAK'\

3. Type or) search sfriJ;g :~~lnJ:m

If you are using the Repeat option, the system finds all
occurrences of the search string in the document and deletes
them. If the Repeat option is not activated, the deletions are mede
one at a time. When you want to continue the Delete DIocedure,
press (]:B.t.f;}f" type on and press Cf;i'{fE[. The system finds the next
occurrence of the search string, deletes it, and closes the text
together.

Note: Be sure to type the search string exactly as it appears in the
text, including any special punctuation or spacing. Spacing
is criticaL II you are deleting a word, include the
surrounding spaces, or you may delete the search strino
from part of another word. You -may not use the "wild c~rd-'
option when making global deletions.

(Refer to SAMPLE SESSION II. "Global Search Commands" _,.
"Global Delete," for a specific example.)

Global Delete

ClDCDLID (~~T<ID

If you do not know the correct document name, check the Directory
for the diskette containing the unwanted document before entering
the REMOVE command,
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Print with Instruction Lines. When you print a document, all
special instructions, such as the comment Hnes, print format lines,
and Headers and Footers, are omitted. If you want this i.nformation
printed in a hard-copy version, follow these steps:

1. Press (~.BtM1.

2. Type

The document is "listed" line-by~line exactly as you typed it, and
format instructi-:::'l:lS are not observed.

Print Specific Sections. To print a specific page or section from
your document, insert copy markers to define the amount of text
you want printed. To insert these copy markers; position the cursor
on the first charctcter of the section you want to print and follow
these steps:

1. Press Ct1fltAK:.
2. Type C]] :],N'I]ffij. The copy marker symbol ( , ; appears in

the text.

3. f,ibve the cursor to the end of the section you want printed,
and position it immediately fallowing a text boundary
marker. Press Jlll~~.inC and type rIRfIR'. Another copy
marker ( " ) appears i.n the text.

Now, enter the print command. Only the inforrnation that appears
between these D::arkers is printed. If you insert only the first
marker, the pri.nt operation continues to the end of the document.

To delete a copy marker, position the cursor on the symbol, and
press (CTEAru and:::J.L; together.

Caution: If the print format instructions for the document are not
included within the copy markers, the specified print
area is printed using the computer's margin and spacing
default settings.

Print Suppress. Use this command to bypass a specific section of
text when the document is printed. Insert the instruction
C2lC:ElGJlfU at the point you want the printing suppressed. The
instruction must follow a text boundary marker and begin with a
"greater than" symbol. At the point where printing is to resume.
insert the format instruction C2:x:P:"JC"oJCYJ, following a text
boundary marker.

Caution: When you suppress the printing of a specific section,
that area appears as a blank spot within the document.
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Widow Suppress. If only the first line of a new f>' ...graph fits on
the bottom of a page, the default setting (WS'~ YJ instructs the
computer to move the line to the beginning ~f ~~~,,:l:~xt B.-:.ge. ;0
override this instruction, insert the commo.-nQ, \.,:~A.~, ,CJ:,\,,:.../]L; at
the beginning of the document or before the pClges that ore
offected.

Below is 0: list of commands that let you change the placement 01
Headers, Footers. and Page Numbering Blocks:

J]i;'igin Header/Footer ~n Specifi~' Pc;ge (JDC2)~ or , ?). !hi~
instruction is usually mduded m tne format 1me at tne beg111nmg
of the documen!. By-inserting a specific page number, you instruct
the computer to suppress the printing of the Header or Footer until
reaching that page.

Cancel Header/FootA!" for One or More Pages or
I;"CS:Ji''; Enter this instruction as a sGparet!o format J.ine before
the start or the page on which you vvon; to cancel the Heoder or
Footer. The printing of the notation is suppressed until you
instruct the computer differently.

He-start Priding oj Header/Footer or E::;,t8.,. _
this iJlstruction as a sHparate format line before the page on winch
you want to resume printing the Header or ~oo:er. If you .or: using
Gl1 odd or even Header/Footer, it resumes prmtmg the no:atlon
based on the pago number. If you want to re-start an odd or oven
Header/Footer and continue the alternate page printing',
disregarding the page numbers. use this instruction: ("ti\'.:~: ',~_.' or
(oj Or GJC=iJCIJ or ([),

Start Page NWI1ber with Specific Number (®CK)C-i,J 7). This
instruction appears in the format line at the beginning of the
document. This option lets you determine the starting page
number for the document.
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sample session Il

In this Sample Session, you are going to expand your use of the
error correction methods and also practice other editing features,
such as manipulating blocks of text and performing global
searches. In the last part of this Sample Session, you practice
printing techniques, such as formatting, HeadersiFooters, and
hyphenation,

Ii you wish to review a technique described in this Sample
Session. you may do so by beginning at the first of the section
which includes that technique and following the instructions
exactly.

Note: Line lengths of material displayed on the screen are longer
than shown in the manuaL

Basic Error Correction Methods

Deletion
Deleting a Word:

L Position the cursor on the first letter of the word.

2. Hold down ~,bEAm and press: OJ.

3. Hold down ©JARJ and press aJ.
Type these practice sentences, and delete the highlighted words:

SCRIPSIT is a brand new dimension in typing eaS8.1j

This Radio Shack software package encourages last minute
improvements.•

SCRIPSIT is literally IT typist's dream come true.g

Deleting a Sentence:

1. Position the cursor on the first character of the first word of
the sentence.

2. Hold down CtlJAIl) and press lID.

3. Hold down ((LEAffi and press CXJ.

"j'



Type this block, and then delete the highlighted sentence:

Typing on the Radio Shack TRS-80 with SCRIPSlT is really
easy. No maHOI what the toxt is, you con type it quickly and
easily. If you make 0 typing mistake, you can coneel it befOIe
printing the document..

Deleting a Paragraph:

1. Position the cursor on the first character of the paragraph.

2. Hold down a:;U~i\E) and press

3. Hold down ctI~MJ and press

4. Answer the prompt by typing CYJl:Rf.TIiL
To save typing time, load a previously stored document "DPiWP,"
onto the screen:

1. Press Le.8.EARJ.
2. Type:

Practice deleting paragraphs using the above sleps.

Deleting to End-of-Text:

1. Position the CUISOT at the point you want deletion to begin.

2. Hold down CCTI:Affi and press C:[:::.
3. Hold down CCIE'A'PJ and press CD.
4. Answer the prompt by typing c.YJ CERlf"ID.

Load the DPIWP example, and practice deleting to the end of the
document.

Insertion
Inserting Two or More CharacleIS:

1. Position the cursor over the character or space
immediately following the desired point of insertion.

2. Hold down Cc[EAID and press w.
3. Hold down (tIE'AID and press 00.

4. Type the additional text and press lSJIUlJ m,E,AlI).
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Type the following' sentences, and then add the rllghlighted text
where indicated:

hrrmd.
SCRlPSIT is a'new dimension in typing ease.

JD-fEr:i af);:(

Throw your correclior,:."fluid away.a

(omo.. ~o'~,

SCRlPSIT is a typist's"'dream come trlle,a

Exchange
Exchonging Two Adjacenl VIords:

1. Position the CUIsor over any cnara-cter in the second ':yerG

2, ReId down ::t1JABJ and press

3, Hold clown CCL~7\!3) and press

Type the iollo\ving sentences and exchm~:ge the two highl:ghted
vlOrds:
~-,
, Feople\2ftery talk G10ut :ypical word processing.

The TRS-801';\.a!.:...ojan effective word processing system

Exchanging Two Adjacent Paragraphs. Load the DPiWP document,
and scroll through the text. Look for the following two paragraphs:

Word Processing has always had a front oWce appeaL
Managers, secretaries. professionals, and all "white collar"
workers have been affected by the increased number of word
processing typing systems.~'

The tremendous strength that woru processing has is
based on the fact that it becomes a joining force in
companies. Word processing draws people together.llI

To exchange these two paragwphs:

1. Position the cursor on any character in the second
paragraph.

2. Hold down crL.EA.ID and press (I).

3. Hold down a:Il:-AR; and press CC.
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Exchanging Blocks
To exchange adjacent blocks, insert all block markers, and then
follow these steps:

1. Position the ,:ursor on the block start marker of the second.
block.

2. Hold down CC:LEAID and press CE"":.

3. Hold down {:tT.Um and. press (]J.

4. Answer the NAME DF BL.OCK TO E)';CHANGE prompt by
typing the identifying character of the first block.

Scroll through the GRNGRS document, and find the following two
blocks:

RESEARCH. Backing up your specialist is the Green Grass
research stafL one of the largest in the industry. But even
more important to you, a LOCAL agronomist knows what's
happening to lawns in your urea, why, Qnd how to help you
with any lawn problems.ttl

•ON.·THE-SPOT HELP. Your Green Grass specioli.sl is just a
phone call away. Ready to help you when you heed him, no
matter what the lawn problem is. All you have to do is calL
And there's no charge -for this special personal advice.m

You must insert block markers before exchanging these two
blocks. Mark each block separately, and then exchange them.

Moving Blocks.
When moving a block of text, mark the block and follow these
instructions:

1. Position the cursor at the point in the text where you want
to insert the block.

2. Hold down (C!.~.ARJ and press CD.
3. Hold down (Cn~AB) and press CID.

4, Answer the NAME OF BLOCK TO INSERT? prompt by
typing the identHying character of the block you want to
move.

Load the GRNGRS document, using the abbreviated load
command:

1. Press (jJff~]KJ.

2. Type C<NnllJ.
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To end the block follow these instructions:

1. Position the cursor on the fhs! charader (or space) aft."r ,he
block of text

2. FIoid down a;l,UJt) and press [If}

3. Hold dovm lCUA:'ID and press the 0:) key,

After inserting block start and end markers your document looks
like this:

I:A>PRIDE. Your Green Grass specialist is working for (I

company-owned business, not a franchise. We became the
state's leader in professional lawn care by satisfying
customers one at a time. Our reputation still depends on
giving you a lawn we both can be proud ot year after year..]

To delete the block markers:

1. Position the cursor on the block start marker.

2. Hold down cm;;:~ and press CJD.
3. Answer the DELETE Drr UNMARK (D OR Ul? prompt by

typing OD.

Blocks of 'lext

" Hold down iIDAID and press ern.
3. Type any character except H, F, P, or ~ to identify the

block.

1. Position the cursor on the first cnmacter of the text you
wish to mark.

Marking and Unmarking Blocks
Display the last block of text on the screen, and insert block
markers:

To practice marking and editing blocks of material, load the
following document:

1. Press (l:iRI:AKl.

2, Type CCCJODODODCIDGDCSJ rJNT(f{L

Deleting Blocks
Use the same instructions as shown above but answer the
DELETE OR UNMARK (0 OR UP prompt by typing OD.
Re-insert the block markers into the last block of this document,
and then delete the entire block of text.
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Mark the block as shown below, and then move the block to the
indicated position:

GREEN GRASS PROFESSIONAL LAWN SERVICElll;
,,""-''-- !Ill

Many of our current customers tell us that when they fertilize,
,/fcut, and maintain their lawns, they worry whether they aree',)': doing it correctly. The things that really concern them are:

What products should I use ... is it the right time to apply
the product. . did I follow the instructions. . is the grass
too wet or too dry. and on and on.ll!l
o
Green Grass professional lawn CGr8 service takes the
guesswork out of your lawn care. '~Ve treat your office la·wn
as if it were our own lawr'LlS

•
[ !·A>We knoW' how important a pleasing office landscape is to

........"~- ~ the success of your business. We are plem;ed to offer you
l these serVlcSS,iij

iii]

Atter moving the block, the document looks like this:

GREEN GRASS PROFESSIONAL LAWN SERVICE.
'9

We know how important a pleasing office landscape 1.S to th'2
success of your business. We are pleased to offer you these
services. It

•
Many of our current customers tell us that when they fertilize,
cut, and maintain their lawns, they worry whether they are
doing it correctly. The things that really concern them are:
What products should I use.. is it the right time to apply
the product ... did r follow the instructions. . is the grass
too wet or too dry ... and on and on.i'l;I

•
Green Grass professional lawn care service takes the
guesswork out of your lawn care. We treat your office lawn
as if it were our own lawn.1!

•
[A>We know how important a pleasing office landscape is to
the success of your business. We are pleased to offer you
these services.•
oJ

To delete the original block, follow the block delete instructions.
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Global Search Commands

Global Find
To use the global Find instruction, load the GHNGRS document,
and follow these steps:

L Position the cursor at the beginning of the document.

2. Press C~JrtAK) and type:
':~.t'JC8 search string CE.NIgID

In the GREEN GRASS document, suppose you 11eed to verity the
spelling of "lawn." You can enter the word "lawn," but in order LO

catch any occurrences of the word w"th a capital "L," place G ''7''
(wild cC!rd option) in the first chOra.ctf?T position. Since some of thb
occurrences may appear in pJural form, dD not enter a space alt81
the search string. The computer recognizes a space as a "blank"
character. Enler the Find command as shown:

The cursor moves 10 the firs1 occunence of the word in the
document. To continue the search, press (]Bn""Xl and type
(tNTE'[{:' The cursor moves to the next occurrence. AttiE all
;;~'~';;:encesare found, you recei.ve the message CA~j NOT FIN D
search strin5.

Use the Repeat option with the Find command to look £Or the
number of occurrences of "Green Grass":

L Hold down tClEARi and press c.e:)
2. Press \fIDIID to answer the REPEAT HOW MANY TI MES?

prompt.

3. Press lMf~Jl.10 and enter the Find command:

f!'f)'·_·'~C"-'r""i(-;'--"!b'[·iJ(-·'r'G)fT"ra)!TI(8Y-'rENTE Ri\..f~l2:) "4,AJJ,,...!LJ\.JL.J,-J1. '._.' "",. _., .. )~""" \....L .,,,,,,),,... ) ~,..._~

The answer FOUND Ll appears in the message line.

Global Replace
To enter the Replace command:

Press ffiRE!ID and type: "_,,
C1DC8 search string C?J string replacement lfliTEf1]
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Load the GRNGRS document, and use the Replace command to
change all occurrences of "Green Grass" to "GREEN GRASS."
Enter the command as follows:

Press aU1J.!iRJ and type:

If you forgot to enter a space at the end of the replacement string,
"GREEN GHASS," the new string runs into the word following it in
the text. To movElthe cursor to the next search string, press (~nIAX

and type (Ill :IID'EB.l.

1£ you want the computer to make all changes c::utcmaticallv, enter
the Repeat commaD.d before the Replace command, For ex~'mplo,
move tho cursor back to the beginning of the oocumen( and entor
the Repeat command:

1. Hold down Ck.[(:AH) and pres.s erc (REPEAT)

2. iwswer the prompt by pressing (~Nltf{:

Now. press C~fltAX and type the following Replace comn:;c;nd:

~'l~~6~~l1e~E'- ;~t ~L~~;~if'~~c~.. ·c'1C~·:r~Hi,~:'
The message line shows Pe p 1ac e d 4.

Global Delete
To delete a search string:

Press (Jrl'tEAK; and type:

C[iL)) seardl string C~~JJilJ

Load the GRNGRS document, and enter the following Delete
command:

aDC:~CGJCiJCJDC~JC1DCJCJDCOC~JGJCiDCJ(~:N.r®

The cursor moves to the first deletion point. To continue the
command, press am:~Ml and type (if) (~UID. If you want the
computer to automatically delete all occurrences, enter the Repeat
command beloro the Delete command. The computer performs the
command throughout the document and displays the number of
deletions.
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Text Boundary Markers/Tabs
The following exercise lets you practice enteri.ng' such markers as
page markers, paragraph markers, and. (abs.

To insert a page marker, hold dovm Ji.LL'" unci press

To in!lert a paragraph marke:-, bold dc'vn ('['[(!iTl) cmd proBS

To set tabs:

1. Press C~1t~AK.

2. Type:

(For the following document insert tabs in the 7th and lith
positions.)

To move the cursor to the next tub position, hold down C¢JIAtC (Jnd
press

Type the iolluwing example, and enter tbe syr"bols where
indic(lted:

>C=Y~

DATA PROCESSING.
>-C=Nu
\,

When data processing first began to make an impact on how
businesses operated, people thought of computers as mysterious,
magical machines. The computer room became an isolated entity
with specialists and technicians looming over reels of magnetic
tape and with line printers churning out endless ribbons of
continuous form paper. ~1

The mystery continued and today computer rooms require:ll!I
• special locations within a buildinglm
• special floors to support the heavy equipmentR
• separate cooling systems.

Delete any trailing blanks that may have collected. at the end of
the document

L Position the cursor on the last end-or-line marker.

2, Hold down CCH-Affi and pross crJ.
If you want to practice saving this document follow these steps:

1. Press C~nEAiD.

2. Type C~JCJG:D'~AX.DC[,)cfNt~lr



Check the disk directory to confirm the Save Procedure.

To see a printed copy of this example, print a copy of the
document using the command rnJ1E.'AlO (f'J CENt1:ID.

Print Formatting

Format Line
Load the GRNGRS document, and position the cursor between the
third and fourth blocks. Insert the format line shown below
according to the following instructions:

1. Hold down CCUAlf: and press aJ and then hold down
\CLEAR; and press CD.

2. Type:

3. Press CSlJIF,TJ mAID to close up the text.

Now, print a copy of the document

1. Press i]"IftAID.

2. Type CEJ (~NTrn:J.

The first section of your printed document conforms to all the
default format settings -" single-spaced, J.eft margin of 12, right
margin of 90, and text justified.

At the point you inserted the new format line, your document
changes margin settings to conform to the instructions you added.

Headers
Follow these instructions to type a Header:

1. Hold down ca-.tAID and press C]'[l.

2. Type en
3. Answer the prompt by typing no. CEJ, or C[J.

4. Type the format instructions for the Header and press
crn,rtiD.

5. Type the text for the Header and press C(N.TJ:I1l.
6. Press (fIHLID to insert blank lines to separate the Header

from the body of the document.
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7. Hold down ~lJlID and press (Jtl and then hold down
CC.L,I;,Affi and press the CD key.

Load the GRNGRS document, and add the following print forma!
line and Header:

>LS=2 LM",-,20 RM"" GO.
[HS>FR.= Y..
GREEN GRASS.

•
I

Now, print the document. Your finished copy includes the notation
"GREEN GRASS" at the top of both pages. If you don't want to
include the Header on the first page, insert the command
~, into the format line, and the printing of the Header does not
begin until page 2.

Foeters
To insert a footer, folIo\.'/ these· instructions:

1. Hold down (~[~.B) ard press Co.:>
2. Type

3. Type [OJ, or 1£.
4. Type the format instructions for the Footer and press 'INn,B).
5. Press r~fffEID to insert blank lines to separate th& Footer

from the body of the document.

G. Type the text for the Footer and press C~'Nn'ID.

7. Hold down (CLEA,m and press CQJ, and then hold down Cfi.EAB;
and press the CD key.

Reload a new copy of the GRNGRS document and enter the
format line and Footer as shovm:

>LM=20 RM",,60 LS",,211
[FS>J=Nl/I

•
Rev. ll/82.
I

Now, print the document again. The notation, "Rev. 11/82," is
printed flush left on both pages.
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Load the GRNGRS document, and surround the 0athe document
with hyphenation block markers. Enter the hyphenr:l!ion command
and answer the HOT ZONE prompt with 4. The cursor moves to the
first hyphenation point - "~1Gintain" """'.,, and is positioned over the
first "i." The only hyphenation point in this word is between the
un" and "L" Since you cannot move the cursor to the right, do not
try to hyphenate this word. Press ;:~Nr.Ur to continue.

The following words appear as possible hyphenation points vlithln
the GRNGRS document. The italicized letter indicates the position
of the cursor. Decide if hyphenation is possible, and then insert
the hyph(~n;

Page Numbering Blocks
To insert a page numbering block, follow these steps:

L Hold down (C:,kIAfD and press UD.

2. Type ®.

3. Type up to five pound symbols ( if ) to re-present the digits,

4. Hold down CCj"g}~ID and press C1:f\ aud then CtllAtD and the
m key.

5. End the Header or Footer by repeating Step 4.

Reload the GRNGRS document. Foy this example, iusert the
following format line, Header, and Footer lcontGining a page
numbering block);

>LM=20 RM=60 LS=2 H=2.
['HS>FR = YII
GREEN GRASSm

•
]!.FS>C = Y.
o
[P>-#ha
]

Your printed copy contains page numbers on both pages and the
Header notation "GREEN GRASS" on the top of the second page.

Hyphenation
Before you can hyphenate words. the screen width and width of
your printed document must match. By using the defcmlt settings
in the foLlowing exercise, no change in the screen width is
necessary.

Insert block markers around the material you want to hyphenate:

L Hold down cn:~ and press CoJ.
2. Type t.:J.

3. Move the cursor to the end of the material and press
(~IE'®JCID and (~:~E[riJrn.

Now, enter the hyphenation command:

1. Press I]BIM) and lype CfOCENI~B).

2. Answer the prompt by typing a number between 2 and 10.

------_._.__.._---------
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AI appendix

c Care and Maintenance of Diskettes
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Handle diskettes corefully, using the same precautions you use
'.'lith tape cassettes and high-fidelity records, A small indentation,
dust particle, or scratch can Tender all or pmt of 0: diskette
unreadable _.." permo'nently.

* Keep the diskette in its storage 81wBlope whenever it is not
in one of the drives.

• Do nol place a diskette in the drive while you are turning
the system on or o££.

" Keep diskettes away from magnetic fields (transiorrners,
AC motors, ffiflgnets, TVs, radios, and so on). Strong
mag-netic fields eroS'.: data stored on a diskette.

;;;, Handle diskettes by the jacket only. Do not touch any of the
exposed surfaces. DON'T TRY TO '."lIrE OR CLEAN THE
DISKETTE SURFACE; it scratches easily.

;. Keep diskettes out of direct sunlight and away from heat.

., Avoid contaminatlon or diskettes with cigarette ashes, d-,wt
or other particles.

It Do not write directly on the diskette jacket with a hard
point device (such as a ballpoint pen or lead pencils), Use
a felt tip pen only.

l/1 Store diskettes in a vertical file folder on a shelf where
they are protected from pressure to their sides (just as
phona records are storedL

• In very dusty environments, you may need to provide
filtered air to the computer room.

Tips on Labeling Diskettes

Each diskette has a permanent label on its jacket. This label is for
"vital statistics" that will never change. For example, to help keep
track of diskettes, it's a good idea to assign a unique number to
each diskette. Write such a number on the permanent label. You
may also put your name on the diskette, and record the date when
the diskette was first put into use. Remember- use only a felt tip
pen for marking.
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doo:-.
2. Insert a formatted disKette in Drive 1 and close the driH:"

~i. Insert the progmm diskePe in Drive 0 and close the com

appendix
-----------

:. Turn on your computer system.

Backing up Program Diskettes (multi.<lrive systemsL

To back up your SCRIPSIT diskette, follow these steps EXACTLY:

Backup Pmcedures

Backup and Format Procedures

B/This "permanent" label is not a good place to ,'eeara the contents
of the diskette ""'~ file names may change, and you don't want to
erase or scratch out information from the label.

Keep such directory information on the storage box or in 0:

separate record book. using the di.skette number as a key to all
record-keeping,

4, Press ,he-, crange RESET button.

Rosponse:

(uper or lowercase)

Th~~ screen shows:
:) il t f'

Version number & copyright
SOI_\fCe drii)E ",UfTlt''.'2,r-;'

DEst.inatioL dril/2 nUf!lber c
Destination disk 10
is differer,T-:
Name=DAIADISK Date=mm/dd/YY
Are YOU sur~, YOU I,'a-,t to
bacKup to it <y,N;:?
Loadin5 CYlinDer
Dumpin5 cylinder
Verifyin5 CYlinder

SacUup cONIPlete

IE'SODS Read,-

To check if the backup procedure was successful:

L Remove the origi.nal diskette irom Drive O.

2. Take the backup diskette out of Drive 1. Place it in Drive 0
and close the drive door.

3. Press the RESET button. If the E;CIe0n shows Tf-i';:WOS
REa. d " , your backup was successful.

When you remove the backup diskette from Drive 0, write the
diskette name on the labeL using a felt tip pen.

•

c
c
e

c
c
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Bacr,l.1p cO!;lplete
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IE"TEID ID)
C~N.I~RJ (40)

Response:

C.DCPJ(~CiiD(iDCDm~:fiJ
(uper or lowercase)

Response:

rJDUDlIJCKJUDCp,JC:JOC1f)
C::X::'JCDC)CDOt:'.JCD C~IJilBj

(ENTER>- Insert diskette into
Drive 0.

ENTEI?;- Insert System diskette
into D,l.VO G '}NI~H',

TRSDOS Read:'

Loadin'; c,'linder
DUMPin~ cylinder
Verifyin~ cylinder
Insert SYSTEM dis!;

TRSDOS Read,'

<S,O>?
NUMber of cylinders?

Insert SOURCE disk

The screen shows:

TRSDOS Ready

ForMatting COMPlete

2. Insert a formatted diskette (destination diskette) into Drive
I and close the door.

Di.sf'ette f)al,)e'~

Master password?
Single or Double density

Formatting a Diskette,{multi-drive system)

Version number & copyright
Which dri\!8 is to be used? drivent;mberCENI~)

Default
()'N,Is) IDATADISK)
C~NTf;:]J (Password)

Formatting cylinder
1,Ierifying c,'linder
Directory I,'ill be placed on cl'lindel' 20
Initializin5 SYSTEM inforMation, ••••••••

When you remove the backup diskette from Drive L write the
diskette name on the labeL using a felt til) pen.

Insert the system (SCRTPSIT) diskette into Drive 0 and the blank,
data diskette into either Drive 1, 2, or 3. You can ansY;er most OJ

the following prompts with iENTEf{i and activate the default setting
(shown in parentheses):

The screen shows:

c

c

c

c

c

"

"
"

Remove SCRIPSIT
diskette & insert
formatted diskette
C~Nlm}

Insert formatted
diskette ffil'IT:~m

Insert DESTINATION disK
<ENTER>

*Loadin~ cylinder
*Insert DESTINATION disK
.< ENTER;-

Backup Up Program Diskettes (single-drive systems)

At TRSDOS Ready, type:

(Ji)C;DwO"JC\DCpJC.,JG.JCQJC"Jc:rJC[) ClliT~ID
(uppercasE::) or lowercase)

The screen shows: Response:

Version number & copyright
Insert SOur:;'CE d'isf, -(EiHER> InsertSCRlPSIT

diskette into Drive 0
to initiate backup
(Er{r~1j)

TRSDOS I~ead)'

Destination disK ID is
different
NaMe~DATADISK Date~mm/dd/Y'

Are YOU sure YOU want to
backup to it -(Y,N> Cj']:J1iliD)
*Insert SOURCE disk
-( E rJ T ER Ins2rt SCRIPSlT

diskette (fNnm

*DuMPing cylinder
*Verifying cylinder
(* ,-- steps repeated until entire diskette is copied)
Insert SOURCE disk <ENTEr-i';- InsertSCRIPSITdisk

C~f~'B)
Insert SYSTEM dis!, <ENTE::R> \~l:fl"~B)

Backing Up Data Diskettes (multi-drive systems only)

To backup your data diskettes, follow these steps EXACTLY;

1. Insert a diskette containing TRSDOS in Drive 0 and close
the drive door, (The SCRlPSIT program diskette contains
TRSDOS.I
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causes:
INVALID COMMAND

61

E. An attempt was made to reformat text to a narrower line width,
but the reformatted text would not fit in the buffer.

appendix

A. An attempt was made to insert or exchange a non-existent
block.

E. Hyphenation was attempted without properly designating the
block of text to be hyphenated. The block must be labeled with a
hyphen. and the opening marker must immediately follow a text
boundary marker.

D. An invalid parameter was used in a special command (for
1 C"""rA'''rriY'''':t(1)rTlrr''')examp e, l.JlJij\.."Q" ,--=:~,-J", L4.J"S,).

BLOOK NOT FOUND
causes:

Error Messages
NO MORE ROOM
causes:

A. The text buffer was written to within a few characters of being
full. No new text will be accepted.

E. The opening of a new line would have caused the text buffer to
overflow. Even though the GXID command shows some free
memory left, the new line will not be opened.

C. An exchange instruction required more memory for "work
space" than was available.

D. A load was attempted from d.isk and the entire document would
not fit in the text buffer. If a "chain" switch was app(-mded to the
load command, any text previously in the buffer wiiI be kept.
Otherwise the buffer will be cleared.

A. The CLEAR key was pressed with a non-labeled key.

B. A command sequence not recognized by SCRIPSIT was
attempted (for example, (tlI~Ij;)(D).

C. A syntax error was found in a "special" command (for example,
Cl'JO') CE!illID).

CI

~
,<

:.
<- •
~ •
~ •
<c •
<c •
<c •-<c -
<c •-<- ..
<c •
<c •
<- •
<- •
<- •
co •
c •
c •
" •
c •
c ~

c ';l

c ;)

c •
c :g

c ~

c ~

e <l

t ~

t- 11
c ~

c ..

To cancel the formatting operation at this point, type eN] C~[HeI{'.
¥oureturntoTRSOOS FI'eady.

If you know the information on the diskette is no longer needed,
continue the formatting process by typing C,() (~ID"[~).

DisK contains data --
Are YOU sure YDU want to format it?

If the diskette is riot blank, you are asked an additional question
aftertheNumber of cylinders prompt:

Formatting a Diskette (si.ngle-drive system)

Follow the steps described above, but be prepared to exchange
the SCRIPSIT (SYSTEM) diskette and the blank (destination)
diskette as prompted.

so



MARKER ERROR
causes:

A. An attempt was made to insert, exchange, delete, or unmark 0:

block that wos opened but not closed. There must be one end
marker for each labeled block of text,

B. Printout was attempted without closing a header, footer, or
page number block.

C. Hyphenation was attempted on a block that was opened but not
closed.

CURSOR WITHIN BLOCK
cause: An attempt was made to insert a block within itseH or
exchange two blocks wherein one contained the other.

NO DOCUMENT FILE NAME
cause: The file name for a disk load or save 'NOS omitted without
having specified one previously.

NO SEARCH KEY
cause: The search string was omitted in a g18bo1
findireplace!deLete instruction without having specified one
previously.

NO REPLACEMENT TEXT
cause: The replacement string was omitted in a global replace
instruction without having specified on(~ previously.

LINE TOO LONG
cause: Because "invisible" characters (such Wl block markers) are
not counted in the 132"character maximum line width, it is
possible for the actual length of a line to exceed 255 characters. In
the unlikely event that this should happen, the line will be
formatted to 255 and the excess charaders placed on the next line.

PRINTING ERROR MESSAGES

fORMAT LINE ERROR
causes:

A. A non-existent format instruction was included in a format line
(for example. (2)CtXIX.~CIDca).

B. A syntax error was committed in a format line (for example.
QJCEC00C~DC§JCW)rKJ(~CD).

C. An invalid parameter was used in a format instruction (for
I (»("vuY-lC!DIexamp €I, 2" T...-',JL;\...:: ..,,'
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<:.. .~..
'" vi>

" vi>
~ t1-
c .. ..
"";" d

'" d
,::;;. fI

." ,;

(;, oj

e ..
c ..
c vi>

c ..
c iii

c tii

e ..
e ..
e ~

c i
e i

" II

e i
c ..
- ..~

If" ..
If" •,. ••
" -.
e ~-

" -( iI

MARGIN FORMAT FRROR
causes:

A, The left margin was specified to be greater than or equal to the
right margin. or the top greater than the bottom.

B. The bottom margin setting is greater than the page length
setting.

C. The 'lOp and bottom margins were set too narrow for the header
and footer to fit on the page.

Note: Be wary of default settings when changing a single margin
parameter without changing others. For instance, setting the
page length to 45 to accommodate smaller paper wiU result
in 1his error ii the bottom margin remains at its deic:uLt
setting of 60.

PAGE NUMBER OVERFLOW
cause; The incrementing of a page marther forced it over 65,535. 1£
a page number is initialized too large in 0: format instruction (for
eX:-o:mple. ®aD(~)~)($XQJC~.JCJr; or gTeater), this message wiII
not occur _ rather, the page number ~viE be initialized incorrectly

PAGE NUMBER FORMAT ERROR
causes;

A. A page number block contains characters other than "pound"
( -# ) symbols.

B. Tried to insert a Header or Footer with margins greater than
those currently in force in the document.

HEADER OH FOOTER TOO LONG
causes:

A. The formatted length of a header or footer was greater than IS
lines. This i.ncludes line spaces,

B. The block end marker for a header or footer was not preceded
by 0: text boundary marker.

PAGE FORMATTING ERROR
causes:

A. A page format instruction (T M , B M . V C . P L , P N . H , or F)
was used in a format line that was not located at the start of text,
immediately following a header or footer, or immediately
following 0: page boundary marker.

B. One of the page format instructions just listed was used to
format a header or footer.
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A. ASCII Files

--------------_._---_._---
Notes for Advanced Users

----

appendix

.1"~; document name '_tNJJIV.2. Type

D/

B. How SCRIPSIT Uses TRS-88 IYlomary Space

Memory Allocation

You are probably aware that your system contains a fixed amount
of memory which is measured in "bytes.~' In SCRIPSIT h:rms, one
byte of memory equals one character 0: te;yt that !it:; in the text
buffer. The maximum file size your TRS~B0 cun hold is 4W069
characters. This doesn't prevent you fyom working with a
document larger than the text buffer, but in order to do this, you
have to divide it into sections and treat each section as a separate
document .

When you ask SCRIPSIT to tell you how much memory is h,ft, it is
identifying the total number of characters available to you in the
text buffer. This amount is never the :ull size of your computer
system, because SCRIPSIT itself requires a certain amount of
memory. Internally, SCRIPSIT uses one extra character 0: memory
£Or each line of text. When you re-:ormal your text to a narrower
width, you find its Ifmgth remnins the same, yel less memory is

2. Number each line distinctly, and check that euch line ends
with a line symbol.

L Delete all block markers, page markers, and paragraph
markers - in short. all special symbols except line
markers - hom the text.

SCRIPsrr has the ability to work\\'ith programs and data files
saved in ASCII formnt. This lets you convert your files to other
word processors or Editors. You may also use SCRIPSIT to write
BASIC programs and JCL fih"s. (You must use th,.', A option 'when
editing or writing BASIC progro:ms and JeI, files.)

To Save ASCII Files:

1, Press :~~fAKi.

Ii YO\1 intend to use an ASCn file as c BASIC progwr.:1, you rnus!
adhere to the follO\ving rules:

'" -...
~ ~

, ..
'" '"
':;.; ..
'<,,, a

"
..

'"
..

""
~

".; "
'Co ..
<

;;;

yo' ..
• ..
~:

;;;

';;;'., ;;;

"'
.,

,; ::l

... ..
,;. ~

"
..

"
'J

"
~

"
~

"
..

'"
..

"
'j

"
':I

"
'j

,; ':I

"
~

C
..

FILE ACCESf:, DENIED
cause: The docume,lt was saved with a password, and an otten)):'t
was made to recaH it without the prop1:H password,

DISK SPACE FULL
cause: There is not enough free space left on the ,jiskette to ilt the
entire document.

WRITE PROTECTED DISKETTE
cause; An aHempt was made to save a document without
removing the write protection tab from the edge dine diskette.

4

ILLEGAL FILE NAME
cause: The document name did not follow TRSDOS formc:t os
outlined in the TRSDO's,'DiSK Bi"SlC Reference Mmmal.

DISK SAVE AND LOAD ERROR MESSAGES
(Refer to your TRSDQSiDrSK BASIC Reference Manual for
additional information.)

FILE NOT IN DIRECTOHY
cause: The document name 'Nas misspelled or not contained on
the diskettes in the system.

LINE PRINTER NOT READY
cause: The printer is turned off, off line, out of paper, improperly
connected to Expansion Interface, or in some other condition that
prevents it from printing. When using a prink-r connected to the
parallel porL this message f{;mainson the message line until the
problem is corrected or the C$I:iIOj CCrBTI) key is pressed. If !]Hl:fJ)
lCJI:i1t is not pressed, printing begins as soon as the problem is
corrected.



D, Conversion

[;7

Response:

CC)(]JCNJCy'jC] progmm name
r;:,rT'(~r'Ylr-)ilNTtlt;
,--_,'---JW'---J~UI" .. ,,,__,,~_..J

Hex Value
OD1-1
!JEH
OCR
17H
IBH
0BB

Character
New Line
New Paragraph
New'Page
Block Open
Bleck Close
Copy

TRSDOS Re ad >'

The screen shows:

12 Pitch vs 10 Pitch Printing Formats

Your Model 4 version of SCRlPSIT uses default margin settings
and video line width settings for a 12 pitch printer.

You can use a 1121 pitch printer, but you must change the margin
and video screen width settings. Use one of the following methods
to make these chang-es.

Version number & copyright
Con'-,ert file PfOBralrl nillne? CY--:J(l;Rr.~ID

TRSDDS 11eadi'

Repeat these steps for each document you want to convert to
Model 4 SCRIPSIT

Characters found in a text tile that are not recognized by S-CRIPSlT
are displayed on the screen as back arrows a:nd printed out as
blanks.

Files are stored cn disk as one continuous siring torminaled IX

zero byte.

Modol III to j\.1odel if (requires two disk drives:'

To convert your Model III documents for use with Model 4
SCRIPSTT, follow the steps belo\'t:

1. Insert Model 4 SCRIPSIT diskette into Drive 0.

2. Insert Model III diskette into Drive 1.

The following is a table of con.hol codes as they Gppem in text
files created by the C~)c.[)!JDa)=--;o)CAo)command. (J! the cOITuna-A
is not used, bit 7 is set.)

invisible characters are stored as ASCII control chmGcters. The
SCRIPSIT load command 8xamines text as it is loaded and sets bit
7 of every cOll!rol byte.

-------

....
iii
~....
-~......

c
C

t::

t::

"
"

.:;,.,

Data Storage in Memory and Disk

SCRIPSlT data is stored as a continuous ASCII string. Normally,
bit 7 of all "invisible" characters is set. Invisible characters consist
of the three boundary markers, block open and close markers,
block titles (the alphanumeric descriptor and "greater than" sign),
copy markers, and hyphens inserted by the hyphenation
instruction. Although format and commenllines do not print out,
they are not stored as "invisible" characters. Appending the
comma-A switch to the disk Save cOlnmand saves all text with bit
7 reset: Block titles become regular Ascn characters, (Ind other

Formatting Large Amounts of '[<nt

"FormGtting" text is simply the process of counting eoch line to
deterr.nine where it should end and where the next line should
begin. SCRIPSIT always assumes that text behind the cursor is
formatted but text in front of the cursor is noL Each time you bring
a new line of text onto the video display, it must be formatted.
When you execute the end-of-text instruction (~Bl.f]j(fJ, SCRIPSIT
formats everything from the cursor on. If you are working with a
large amount of text, either be patient or use this instruction
sparingly.

C. Data Storage Formats

This section is intended to provide technical assistance to
programmers who wish to use SCRIPSIT text files in other
programs or who wish to make their own dGta files readable by
SCRIPSIT.

"Work Spuce" Requirements

The Exchange instruclions require some fnto memory for use as
"work space." Generally, the greater the diHerence in size
between the t';'(o blocks or parcrgraphs being exchanged, the
greater the requirement for extra memory, If there is not enough
memory to make the switch, SCRIPSIT displays a rJC i'Wr:;'E POU:~

message and refuses to execute the instruction.

available to you. Conversely, wider formatted text uses less
space. That is why SCRIPSIT may occasionally tell you it is "out of
room" when you attempt to re-format the screen to a narrower
width.

Filling Up the Text Buffer

Because SCRIPSIT inserts blank lines as it goes, you may find
yourself running out of room even though SCRIPSIT says you have
a few dozen characters left. When you are this close to filling up
the text buHer, it is time to save whet you have and start a new
section.



I. When entering a document, change the video screen width to
W = 65 and add the instructions, LM 10 and RM 'co 75, to the format
line of each document you print (see Chapter 2),

2. Change the margin settings and video screen width by applying
the pcrlch file PITCH10iJCL, At Tr;:SDOS r?e ad'!, enter DO PITCH10.
The default settings are changed to match a l() pitch printer
(LM~10, RM~75, W~65!,

The second method saves time when creating documents, since
you must make the patch only one time. To change SCRIPSIT back
to 12 pitch defoults, enter DC PITCH12 01 HISDOS Re 8 d j'. Always
apply a patch file to your backup (working) SCRIPSIT diskette,
NEVER to your master disKette.

Regardless of the method you use, you must also set your printer
to the correct pitch. Refer to your printer owner's manual for
specific instructions.

Margins for a 12 pitch or 10 pitch printer are determined by the
number of characters per inch:

12 Pitch - 12 characters per inch
10 Pitch -",,- 10 characters per inch

For example, the default margin settings for either a 12 or 10 pitch
printer allow one inch borders at both the left and right mcugin.

To determine the left margin (allowing a one inch border):

A 12 pitch printer sets margin to LM= 12
A 10 pitch printer sets margin to LM= 10

To determine the right margin (allowing a one inch border):

1. subtract the one inch border from the width of the paper
(standard size, 8%'').

2. multiply the new width by the number of characters per
inch.

12 pitch printer 7V2 x 12 - RM = 90
10 pitch printer 7V2 x 10- RM = 7S
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Access SCRlPSIT, 5, 'i', 10
Arrow keys, 7, 11, 13
ASCII files, 24, 65, 66-67

Backup, 5, 57-60
Basic correction methods, 7-8, 27-30, 'U~43

Begin numbering as page, 39
mock:

define, 30-31, 44
delete, 31, 44
exchange, 33, 4S
her:rders/footers, 17·,20, 38-39, 50-52
hyphenate, 21-22, 52-53
marking, 2, 18-22, 30-31, 33, 44
move, 31·33, 45-46
page numbering, 20, 52

Break key, L 9
Buffer, 65-66

Cancel Printing, 9, 37
Caps key, 10
Capital mode, 10
Center:

horizontaL 17
verticaL 16

Characters:
delete, 8, 27
insert, 8, 29
overtype, 8, 27
remaining in memory, 12
speciaL 1-2

Clear:
key, 9
tabs, 14

Comment line, 17
Conversion:

Model III to Model 4, L 67
12 pitch to 10 pitch, 15, 67-68

Correction methods:
delete, 8, 27-28, 41-42
exchange, 29-30, 43
insert, 8, 29, 42-43
overtype, 8, 27

index
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Justification, 15, 16-17,50

Find, global search command, 34-35, 47
First pag-e to include header/footer, 39, 51
Footers, 19-20
Force new page, 2, 14, IS, 18, 34, 65
Format:

diskette, 25, 59-60
text, 18, 66

Format line ..- see Print lormat line

Global search commands:
delete, 36, 48
find, 34.35, 47
replace, "35, 47-48

Headers, 17.18, 20. 50-51, 52
Hyphenation, 21-22, 52-53

----------_.

Indention, 12, l3, 32
Insert:

one charactBr, 8, 29
two or more characters, 29, 42-43

fnstallation, 3

Labels, keyboard, 3
Line marker, 2, 9-10, 14, 16, 34
Line width, default, 12-13
Linespacing:

printed copy, 16
video scmen, II

Lines per document page. 16
Loading a document 25-26
Lowercase/uppercase,S, 6, 7, 34

Margins:
calculating, 68
printed document 15-16, 21. 50, 52
video screen. 12-13,21

Memory, 12, 65-66
Message Line, 9, 10, 1I
Messages, error, 8, II. 18, 19,20,21. 25, 38, 37, 61-64

Exchange:
blocks, 33, 45
paragraphs, 30, 43
words, 29, 43

Extension for document h(EYle; 24

•

":..

•

·

~ ,..'
~- ~

~ ~

~ ~

.. ..

Copy markers, 2, 38
Cursor:

location, 7, 12
movement, 7, II

Data diskette, 25, 58.. 60
Deline block, 30-31
Delete:

block, 3J., 44
character, 8, 27
document 36
global search command, 36, 48
paragraph, 28, 42
sentence, 28, 41-42
to end-of-text 28, 42
word, 27, 41

Directory, 6, 25, 36
Disk:

directory, 6, 25, 36
drives, 4-6
operating system (TRSDOS), ;;,

Diskette:
backup,S, 57-60
care/maintenance, 55
data, 25, 58-60
formatting, 25, 59-60
insertion, 4
labeling, 55..56
removaL 6, 8

Document:
chaining, 26
length, 12
loading, 25-26
name, 12, 23-24
remove (delete), 36
save, 23··24, 49-50

Document name:
disk drive number, 24
extension, 24
password, 24
primary, 24

End block, 2, 31, 34, 44
Enter key, 9
Error messages. 8, II. 18. 19 2' 21 25 3" °7 °1 64, "", lV, " , , \'J, j , b "
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Move:
block, 31-33, 45, 46
pawgraphs, 32

Name, document, 12, 23-24
New page, force, 2, )4, 15, 18, 34, 55

Open block, 2, 30, 44
Overtype, 8, 27

Pag'e marker, 2, 14, 15, IS, 34, 65
Page numbering block, 20, 52
Paper size, 16
Paragraph:

delete, 28, 42
exchange, 36, 43
indent. 12, 13, 32
move, 32
spacing .. IS
marker, 2, 13, 14, 16, 30, 32, 34, 65

Password, for document name, 24
Pause:

before printing next page, 37
between global search commands, 34-36

Pitch, IS, 67-68
Print:

canceL 9, 37
command, 37, 50
headers/footers, 33
page numbers, 39
specific sections, 38
suppress, 38
widow suppress, 39
with instruction lines, 38
with pause, 37

Power-up procedures, system, 4
Power-down procedures, system, 6
Print format line:

default, 15, 16, 38, 50
headers/footers, 17-18,35,39
line spacing, IS, 50
page margins, 16, 50
paragraph spacing, 16
set-up instructions, 15·16,50
text placement 16-17, 51
vertical centering, 16
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Printer:
pitch, 15, 57-68
serial. 37

Printing a document, 37, SO

BernovS' (delete) e:t docume;t, 36
Repeat Optiun, 34-36, 47-;8
Replace, global search ccmmand, 35, 47-48
Reset key, 5, 57
ReformGt ,exL 1-], !:iG

Sav~ng (1 document:
ASCII files, 24, 65
New, 23
Updates, 24

Scrsen", '[ideo, L 5, --: 10-12, 2], 52
SCRIPS1T:

aCC,,)$S, 5, 7, 10

exit. S, 8
Scrolling;

horizontal 13
window nioholl., n

Serial printers, 37
Set:

indentioc, 12, 13, ~32

margins, 12-13, 15-J7, 50, 67-68
tabs, 14-15, 49

SHIFT CLEAR, 9-10
Space bar, II
Spaces, opening, 11, 12,29
String;

delete, 36, 48
find, 34-35, 47
replace, 35, 47-48

Suppress widow lines, 39
System:

power-up, 4
power-down, 6
TRSDOS,5

Tabbing, 14, 49
Tab line, 14, 49
Tabs:

clear, 14
set, 14, 49

-_••_-

-----
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Texi boundary markers:
end-ai-line, 2, 9-10, 14, 16, 34
end"of-page, 2, 14. 15, 18, 34, 65
paragraph, 2, 10, 13, 14, 16, 30, 32, 34, 65

Trailing Blanks, 23
TRSDOS, 5, iJ

Uppercase/lowercase, 5, G, 7, 34

Variables, document. 1
Vertical centering, 16

Widow lines, suppress, 38
Wild card option, 34, 35, 36, 47
Word wraparound, 7, 10, 11
Write to diskette, 25, 59-60
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